Is it news?
The free guide that will teach you
to think like a journalist.

If you can’t
describe what
you’re doing
as a process,
you don’t
know what
you’re doing.
W. EDWARDS DEMING
We’ve taken 25 years of PR &
journalism knowledge and
distilled it into a process you can
apply in your business to build
awareness and credibility.

THE CLASS:PR PROCESS.
How to find
the stories in
your business
STORY
FINDER

How to assess the
potential reach of
your stories

STORY
VIEWER

STORY
GRADER

How to tell which
of your stories are
newsworthy

STORY
PLANNER

How to turn your
story into a killer
press release

THE
STORY

Strategic PR:
How to tell the right stories
to the right audiences with
the right messages

STORY
PITCHER

How to get a
journalist to
love your story

the nine “news lenses” in this guide

9 NEWS LENSES

STORY
VIEWER

To be newsworthy you need a story that’s
remarkable or a genuine first. The more of these
news lenses that apply to your story, the more
newsworthy your story will be and the greater the
chance the media will run it.

BUSINESS NEWS

HUMAN INTEREST

NEWS EVENTS

1. Is it a story about
product or service
innovation?
2. Is it a story about
business model innovation
or appointments?

4. Is it a story about
personal achievement?

7. Is it a story about a
launch?

5. Is it a story about
extremes?

8. Is it a story associated
with another major news
event?

6. Is it a story about
overcoming adversity?

9. Is it a story related to an
awareness day or season?

3. Is it a story about how
you have changed
consumer behaviour?

To qualify as news, you need a
story - a story about something
new or truly remarkable.
If your product is a genuine world changing innovation then yes, maybe it’s
news. If your disruptive business idea really has changed the way people
shop / sleep / eat / get around / mate / meditate then yes, maybe it’s
news. If you were the first company to ever have their offices in a shipping
container, on an actual container ship, then yes, maybe it’s news.

To qualify as new, a story has to
be about a genuine first.
Crucially firsts are context specific; you might not be the first person to
launch a taxi hailing app in the world, or even in your country. But you
might be the first in your town. If you have developed the world’s lightest 2inch bolt, Bolt Monthly may love it—The New York Post won’t. Firsts are
therefore relative to both your location and your business niche.

Cool
shipping
container
office?
Not news.

Remarkable is also relative.
The “Is it remarkable?” test is exponentially harder to pass for national or
international media (including high profile blogs), than it is for your local
newspaper or the blog your friend started 3 months ago.

BUSINESS NEWS
1. Is it a story about product or
service innovation?
We’ve seen lots of companies issue press releases about their new
product or service and wonder why they got no media attention at all.
Often it’s because, as excited as they are about their new widget, and
as new as it is to them, it lacks the product or service innovation
needed to make it news.
Example story: CARWOW

Guardian | Telegraph | Financial Times
Carwow have disrupted the car buying process.
Rather than trail around endless car showrooms
haggling with used car salesmen, you enter what
you want and the offers come to you.
It’s this innovation, a genuine first, that makes their
story newsworthy and they have had a lot of news
coverage as a result.

BUSINESS NEWS
2. Is it a story about business model
innovation or appointments?
These are stories about innovation or disruption in the way you do
business, not in what you sell. Zappos got a lot of media attention
when they adopted Holacracy. They hadn’t changed the business or
service they provided, but they had made a change to the way they
ran their business.
Example story: COEXIST

BBC | Independent | Telegraph | Guardian | Daily Mail
Coexist, a company based in Bristol in the UK, were
the first in the country to introduce period leave. This
is a great example of business model innovation.
This is news because they were the first in the UK to
introduce this. You won’t find any media stories
about the second company in the UK to introduce
period leave.

BUSINESS NEWS
3. Is it a story about how your business
has changed consumer behaviour?
For some brands, the story is not about the product innovation
itself, or the way they do business, but the impact they are having
on their customers.

Example story: BE ME EYES

BBC | Independent | Telegraph | Guardian | Daily Mail
Danish startup Be My Eyes is a great example of this. The
app connects blind people to a sighted volunteer using a live
video chat.
The volunteer can then answer questions and see the blind
person’s surroundings using a phone’s camera. The startup
hasn’t created new technology, just found a new and
remarkable use for existing video chat. They have therefore
focused on the impact when telling their story.

HUMAN INTEREST NEWS
4. Is it a story about a personal
achievement?
As with all newsworthy stories, achievement stories still have to pass
the new or remarkable test. As much as running the London
Marathon might feel like an achievement to us, tens of thousands of
people do it every year. So unless there’s something else new or
remarkable in the story, it’s not news.
Example story: KATHRYN SARGENT

BBC | Telegraph | Daily Mail | Guardian
Kathryn Sargent ran a fabulous PR campaign based on being
the first female master tailor to open a shop on London’s Savile
Row, home to the City’s most prestigious tailors.
As Kathryn brilliantly demonstrates, being the first to achieve
something remarkable can create a lot of media attention.
Being the second woman to open a shop on Savile Row will get
you no coverage at all.

HUMAN INTEREST NEWS
5. Is it a story about extremes?
This is not a story lens that will work for many businesses,
but it’s one to be aware of. Being the oldest / youngest /
biggest / smallest / fastest / slowest / cheapest / most
expensive or any other kind of “extreme” can work in your
favour to make your story remarkable.

Thousands run every year.

Oldest man to run a marathon runs last 10k race. (BBC) /
This 92 year old woman just became the oldest woman to
run a marathon. (Washington Post) / Meet the youngest
London Marathon runner. (BBC) / Kelly Gneiting, Heaviest
Man To Finish A Marathon Ever (Huffington Post).

Only one of them is 92.

HUMAN INTEREST NEWS
6. Is it a story about overcoming
adversity?
Like “extremes”, this is not a news lens, or “angle”, that will work for
many businesses. But for those with the right back story, it can be very
powerful.

Example story: GANDYS

Sky news | Evening Standard | Guardian | Daily Mail
Rob and Paul Forken created clothing and beachwear
brand Gandys after losing their parents in the 2004
Boxing Day Tsunami.
The remarkable thing about Gandys is not their product.
Flip Flops are neither new nor remarkable. It’s the
brothers’ back story and their mission that it has helped
them to get a lot of coverage.

NEWS EVENTS
7. Is it a story about a launch?
Think for a second how often you hear the words “launched today”,
“unveiled today”, “available for the first time today”. Things that are
being launched are by definition new. But crucially not all launches are
news. You still have to pass the first / remarkable test.

Example story: GLUED

Evening Standard | Huffington Post | Sunday Times | The Next Web
Nick Kuh is not 102, but still managed to get great coverage
of the launch of his “family screen time” app Glued.
The headline from The Next Web captures why this story got
the attention it did; an app that wants you to spend less time
on your apps? That passes the “is it remarkable” test. It also
helped that Nick had a really strong image to support the
story.

NEWS EVENTS
8. Is it a story associated with another
major news event?
This is also sometimes called opportunistic PR or news-jacking. This is
when an event is happening that in some way relates to your brand;
and you are able to offer up a story that provides an additional or fresh
angle on that event.

Example story: P&G’s THANK YOU MOM CAMPAIGN

USA today | Mashable | Business Insider | Forbes

During the 2012 Olympics Proctor & Gamble created a campaign
called “Thank You, Mom” that showed flashbacks of Olympic
athletes from all over the world growing up and practising their
sport with support from their mothers. The campaign launched
on Mother’s Day - great timing.
They repeated the theme for the 2014 Winter Olympics and have
created a new ad for the Rio 2016 Olympics, again released just in
time for Mother’s Day. It’s had 15 million YouTube views and a
tonne of media coverage.

NEWS EVENTS
9. Is this a story related to an
awareness day or season?
There’s an awareness day for pretty much everything and while it’s a somewhat
hackneyed PR tactic, it can still work. The Daily Telegraph recently published an
article on World Gin Day: 8 excellent reasons to celebrate it in style. Anti-AGin is a
gin that claims to eliminates your wrinkles. Because that’s an unexcited /
remarkable position, it was included in the piece. There are lots of PR
opportunities around awareness days or seasons that relate to your brand.

Example story: ANTI A-GIN

The Daily Telegraph World Gin Day article
Anti-a Gin , is distilled with pure collagen. It also contains chamomile,
tea tree, and other ingredients its makers claim help preserve
young-looking skin.
"By including a host of age-defying botanicals and combining them
with drinkable collagen, this is the alcoholic equivalent of a facial.”
This unusual combination also made the Gin newsworthy in its own
right. See Telegraph | Metro | Mashable | Huffington Post
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